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Abstract 
This project investigates origami as a means to construct 3-dimensional spatial structures in situ from 
pre-cut and pre-scribed flat sheet material composed of Aluminum. The approach relies on rationalizing 
a structure to origami node connectors connecting origami members. The method is intended to allow 
for efficient prefabricated construction of light-weight spatial structures. 

This paper discusses the ongoing design development, analysis and prototyping workflows that are 
emerging through an interdisciplinary collaboration between designers, engineers and fabricators.  
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1. Introduction 
This project’s objective was to design a canopy structure which is made out of flat sheet materials, 
transported flat packed, folded and assembled in-situ with limited use of tools and hardware. The 
structure is self-supporting, and the strength and stiffness of the canopy was verified in a Finite Element 
Model (FEM). The thickness of all material used is 1.524mm, the total weight of the canopy is 
approximately 70kg, the overall material used to construct fits inside one box of 1000 mm x 750 mm x 
650 mm. 

2. Geometry and Form-Finding 
The pavilion consists of a canopy and a tree structure that supports it. The form of the structure is 
organized around the triangular grid and the geometry is rotationally symmetric (Figure 1). The structure 
fits within the envelope of 4000 mm x 4000 mm x 2300 mm (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1: Left:  Current overall geometry; Right:  Overall geometry with a tree module highlighted. 

 

 
Figure 2: Orthogonal views showing the dimensions of the structure (not to scale). 

2.1. Tree Geometry 
Form-finding for the wire-frame geometry of the tree was done using the Kangaroo plug-in for 
Rhinoceros. From the root point, the wire-frame branches twice. At the first node, it branches into three 
lines. Each of the three lines then branches into two lines. The end points of the wire-frame is attached 
to the hexagonal center-lines of the canopy frame, while the root points of the wire-frame is attached to 
the ground plane.  (Figure 3) 

 
Figure 3: Wire-frame geometry of the tree. 
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As shown in Figure 4, each of the tree modules consists of 10 straight members (1 ‘trunk’ and 9 ‘stems’) 
and 4 branching nodes (1 ‘tri-branch node’ and 3 ‘Y-shaped nodes’).  

 

 
Figure 4: Components in a tree module. 

2.1.1. Straight Members  
All straight members can be unrolled into one surface with five folding lines. A ‘trunk’ member consists 
of flat surfaces made by connecting vertices between the hexagonal bottom and the triangular top. A 
‘stem’ member consists of flat surfaces made by connecting vertices of top and bottom triangles that are 
rotated 180° from each other. The top and the bottom polygons are placed so that they are perpendicular 
to the wire-frame that goes through their centroids.  These elements are described below in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: Straight members; Left: Typical ‘stem’ member; Right: ‘Trunk’ member. 

2.1.2. Branching Nodes  
As shown in Figure 6, a Y-shaped node consists of 4 flat sheets connected at the edges, and a tri-branch 
node consists of 6 flat sheets connected at the edges. Each of the flat sheets are either folded or rolled 
to shape the 3-dimensional nodes.  
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Figure 6: Above Left:  Y-shaped node ; Above Right:  Y-shaped node unfolded; Below Left: Tri-branch node; 
Below Right: Tri-branch node unfolded.  

 

2.2. Canopy Geometry 
The canopy consists of two hexagonal frames and 63 perforated panels that hang from the frames (Figure 
7).  

2.2.1. Perimeter Frames Geometry 
Both the inner and outer perimeter frames are hexagonal in plan and consist of 6 closed triangular tubes. 
The cross section of the tube is an equilateral triangle whose side is 76.2mm (Figure 7). The frame 
carries the in plane tensile forces of the panels through flexure. The branches below then carry the 
gravity loads. 

2.1.2. Panel Geometry 
A flat canopy would need to resist its own self-weight, and accidental imposed load, through flexure. 
Flexure requires depth of material that would mean having to use much thicker and heavier panels that 
would not meet the construction/folding requirements and the restrictions on weight. Instead, a relaxed 
form-found geometry (Figure 8 and Figure 9) was defined as a structure hanging in equilibrium under 
its own weight. This allowed the panels to resist their own weight predominantly in-plane membrane 
tension action instead of flexure. Form-finding was done using the Kangaroo plug-in in Rhionceros 3D. 
The process of form-finding involved “rigidizing” each hexagonal plate by using fictitious links of high 
stiffness/rigidity and then connect the vertices of all the panels (Figure 10).  
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Figure 7: Geometry of inner and outer perimeter frames. 

 
Figure 8: Left:  Semi-rigid panels at the initial state; Right:  Form-found semi-rigid panels. 

 
Figure 9: Left:  Initial state; Middle: Found form used for design; Right:  Exaggerated state. 
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Figure 10: Rigid skeleton for the panel (white) and elastic links (red). 

3. Finite Element Model (FEM) 
Using grasshopper, a rationalized geometric model – pre-analysis model - suitable for pre-processing in 
the finite element analysis (FEA) program was created from the three-dimensional design model. The 
design model represents the geometrical objects of surfaces for the folded plate. The pre-analysis model 
is also a pure geometric model but here the surfaces have been split and trimmed to ensure vertex 
connectivity between the branches, nodes and edge beams. In addition, linear curves – links - are added 
between the vertices of the panel nodes representing intended connectivity, and a further point of 
intersection of connectivity between the link and edge beam surface also generated (Figure 11 and 
Figure 12)  

 

Once the pre-analysis model is complete the model is meshed within the FEA program using the 
geometric surfaces as a reference. It is very important here that a suitably dense mesh is obtained with 
coincidence between vertices of all faces of the mesh where connectivity is required. The mesh model 
represents the three-dimensional analysis model. 
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Figure 11: Analysis model used by the FEA program 

 
Figure 12: Analysis model fidelity with link and surface vertex coincidence for connectivity 

requirements 

 

To test the mesh model two simple sensitivity analyses are run. First is with a uniform load applied 
downward to the panels and second is frequency analysis of the model using the self-weight of the 
structure. If the deflections are too high and/or frequency is very low < 1Hz, the analysis model is studied 
to see if there are errors of vertex connectivity. Once the analysis model passes these two tests it is 
deemed accurate to begin a full analysis.  
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The full analysis is used to 1) ensure the stresses in the folded plate under imposed loads of gravity and 
a uniform upward and downward load of 0.5 kPa do not exceed the allowable stress of the aluminum 2) 
overall stability of structure under loading is not compromised and a perception of structural safety from 
the observer is maintained. 

 

 
Figure 13: Envelope of stress, maximum of 3 ksi (21 MPa) at the nodes 

The FEM (Figure 13) indicates that as expected the point of weakness and highest stress is where 
material is less, and force is significant. This occurs at the node connection between the branch. The 
dominate lateral frequency of the structure is good being at 5 Hz where at least 10% of the mass is 
participating in the mode shape (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Dynamic Analysis showing a dominant first mode of 5 Hz 

 

 

 

4. Prototyping Process 
A series of prototypes are developed as part of the design process to study a variety of issues such as 
geometry, connection details, material-specific fabrication techniques and construction sequence. 

4.1. Aluminium Fold Prototype 
In order to make the 1.524 mm thick aluminium sheets easily foldable by hand, a cut pattern shown in 
Figure 15 was developed with aluminium prototypes. The folding line detail consists of a series of U-
shaped through-cuts, with 1.52mm wide material left between each cut, allowing it to act as a hinge. 
The detail to close or stitch the edge in order to create a closed tube is currently being studied.  

 

Figure 15: Aluminium prototype of a trunk showing a folded edge and an open edge. 

4.2. Node Prototypes in Paper and Aluminium 
The initial FEM analysis revealed that the stress concentrates on the branching nodes. Additionally, the 
geometry of the branching nodes containing joinery between multiple folded or curved sheets presents 
a series of fabrication issues. Multiple generations of prototypes were produced using sheets of paper, 
in order to visualize and study these issues (Figure16). A variety of detailing schemes including adding 
a kind of flange element as shown in Figure 16 are currently being studied. 
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Figure 16: Various paper prototypes of a tri-branch node.  

In order to facilitate the rolling of the surface in aluminium, a technique similar to kerfing, typically 
used to bend plywood sheets was studied using a prototype shown in Figure 18.  

 

Figure 17: Cut file for an aluminium mock-up piece with cut patterns for folding and bending. 

 

Figure 18: Aluminium mockup of a tri-branch node. Left: Assembled node; Right: Details of different cut 
patterns for folding and bending. 
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4.3. Full Scale Prototype in Paper 
While the joinery details for the aluminium pieces are still being studied, a full-scale paper prototype 
was developed primarily to study an erection sequence and logistics (Figure 19 and Figure 20). All 
pieces were made from laser-cut sheets of cardboard paper, put together using adhesive tapes.  

 

 

Figure 19: Assembly sequence study using a full-scale paper prototype. 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Full-scale prototype in paper. 

5. Conclusion 
The design process of this project was driven by an interdisciplinary team of designers, engineers and 
fabricators from the initial phase of the project. By allowing multiple modes of studies using 3D 
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modeling, FEM analysis and physical prototyping to occur simultaneously, we were able to create a 
rapid feedback loop among different parties and iterate through design options quickly. The pavilion is 
to be realized in October 2019 at the IASS Annual Symposium 2019 in Barcelona.  
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